BurnFree fulfills the first aid needs
of any burn emergency, from minor
sunburns to life-threatening full-body
burns. BurnFree Products offer
immediate pain relief by cooling the
burn wound.

BurnFree® Dressings
BurnFree Dressings have been designed to enable users to effectively and quickly respond to
burn injuries. Utilizing a unique open-cell foam delivery system. BurnFree gel completely
permeates the dressing. Unlike the older style
polyester gauze products, this design brings more
gel to the wound and allows for better heat
absorption and cooling the burn site.

BurnFree® Pain Relieving Gel

BurnFree Dressings are available in five traditional
medical sizes:

The BurnFree Pain Relieving

- 2” x 2” (5 x 5 cm)
- 2” x 6” (5 x 15 cm)
- 4” x 4” (10 x 10 cm)
- 8” x 8” (20 x 20 cm)

Gel is a proprietary second
generation burn care product. Developed without lidocaine,
as in traditional older products. It eliminates the need to
determine the severity of the burn before applying and
avoids the potential for allergic reactions making. It suitable
for use on small children.

This enable medical caregivers to quickly “size up” the burned areas and easily choose the
appropriate dressing. All BurnFree Dressings are sterile to help reducing the risk of
contamination and infection and prevent further damage to the wound site.

BurnFree Pain Relieving Gel is packaged in disposable
1/8 oz. (3.5 gr.) packages and in convenient squeeze bottles

BurnFree® Blankets

of 2 oz. (59 ml) and 4 oz. (118 ml). BurnFree is also the only
international manufacturer offering a one-gram, single-use
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also be used as a body wrap to extinguish
the fire, cool and moister the burn, and
soothe the pain while preventing further contamination of the burn site.
Available in three easily accessible sizes: 36” x 30” (91 x 60 cm), 6’ x 5’ (183 x 152 cm) and
8’ x 5’ (244 x 152 cm), the BurnFree Blankets are packed in soft-sided bags with carrying
straps. This design facilitates a variety of ways to store the product before use, eliminating the
need for cumbersome and expensive brackets and heavy carrying case. Blankets are also
available in canister for special applications. The BurnFree 6’ x 5’ (183 x 152 cm) Blanket is the
standard military issue in the U.S. and throughout the world (NSN#6510-01-242-2271).
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rescue and escape. BurnFree Blankets can

